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In this chapter we introduce the themes that will recur throughout the book – criticality and critical practice. Our purpose is to provide the foundations of knowledge and understanding that will enable you to develop your critical thinking. We use the word ‘client’ throughout, rather than ‘service user’, because we use it as part of our argument about being critical.

Embodying critical practice in social work

We began the first book in this trilogy (Social Work: Themes, Issues and Critical Debates, Adams et al., 2009a, referred to hereafter as Social Work) by providing the intellectual tools to enable you to think critically about social work. In this second book, we move on to enabling you to understand what critical practice entails, know what it feels like, and develop and practise it with skill and confidence.

In this book we provide what you need in order to embody critical practice in yourself. When a social worker sees someone in an interview room, visits a home or goes to a multiprofessional meeting, they embody ‘social work’ within themselves as a person. They represent (that is, present to other people) their own personality and person, which they will use in interpersonal interactions with clients, carers, families, communities and colleagues. They also embody professional social work and the social work agency they represent (that is, act on behalf of), and they bring with them the knowledge, skills and values of social work as part of the person they are. Many of these other people have only the experience of this person, here present, to understand and judge social work by. By being present, practitioners demonstrate commitment, preparedness to engage, thoughtfulness, concern, love, caring and many other things. As they experience this person, people experience social work; often it is their only experience, certainly it is their current experience. Do they think ‘neat’ or ‘busybody’ or ‘another suit’ or ‘one of us’? It is the embodiment of social work in front of them that they judge. Does a doctor or teacher understand what
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social work is? It is the knowledge, skill, experience, response that they see used in respond-
ing to their concerns about a patient or student that expands their understanding of the possibilities that social work offers them.

Embodiment brings together these components of understanding, knowledge and skill in practice. They are inseparable; they cannot be separated from each other or the person and personality that represents them. Intellectually, we can separate different areas of knowledge (Pawson et al., 2003), we can identify different ways of thinking about values (Banks, 2006) and a variety of social work skills (Trevithick, 2005). However, when we meet a client or attend a multiprofessional case conference, we embody all these things together, use them simultaneously. Therefore, we have to secure them within ourselves, practising and developing constantly to do so. We do this through critical reflection and practice.

In the chapters in this book, you will have the opportunity to find yourself as a critical practitioner. We provide material that encourages you to incorporate that constellation of aspects examined in Social Work. You can use them as you interact with individuals in settings, organisations and communities. Thus, we go beyond Social Work, intellectually and in terms of understanding.

What does embodiment entail?

Let us examine the notion of ‘embodiment’ further. It involves your taking on the role of social worker in practice, in a particularly exciting and yet somewhat demanding way. In doing so, you become part of the ‘social’ in social work described in Chapter 1 of Social Work. We spell out now what this means in practice. It means that as a social worker, you are governed, first of all, by a code of practice. This is demanding and it does contain an ethical dimension. However, it does not require you to be a ‘saint’ or even a ‘good person’. It does require you to be a ‘good social worker’ and this means a ‘critical’ practitioner, which is what this book is about. In order to be critical, you will have to maintain and represent to others your judgement as an independent professional. You won’t always be liked by the people with whom you work. Sometimes you will need to assert your view. Colleagues may not like this either. You will need to be both understanding and yet detached and the word ‘criticality’ covers both these elements. Becoming part of the social and the critical in social work entails your being partly acceptable – because you embody society’s values and ideals – and partly unacceptable – when you take a critical stance or act as an agent of change – in work with individuals, groups, families, communities, with colleagues in your organisation, or in work with other professionals in other organisations. There are many aspects to this. You could say it comes down to making sure social work – including social care – provides a worthwhile, high-quality service. This brings in the aspects of connectedness, receptiveness and development discussed in Social Work (Chapter 1) as being crucial ingredients of caring.

Sometimes, critical practice will entail taking risks. We examine risk-taking in this book. We develop the notion of calculated risks that we take in everyday life.
CHAPTER 1 On being critical in social work

What do we mean by critical practice and criticality?

In this chapter we shall explore what we mean by these terms ‘critical practice’ and ‘criticality’. Here, to begin with, are some general statements.

Critical practice means something general that we apply to all good social work practice in this book. However, we don’t want to devalue the word ‘critical’ by saying it simply applies everywhere. It starts from being critical as a thinker as well as a practitioner. We do this by applying our judgement to situations and actions. We say whether we view them as right or wrong, a help or a hindrance. We exercise our judgement about whether people are being oppressed. We reach a view about whether the diversity in a situation is appreciated and whether the subordinate viewpoint should be upheld. Often, social work is about upholding the view of the vulnerable person, the person who is seldom heard. We encourage the development and use of critical services, based on critical – this may mean uncomfortable – understandings of the world in which we work and live.

Criticality is a stance that is prepared to consider more than one approach to a person’s problems; reflecting critically entails reviewing different perspectives and options before deciding on ‘best practice’. Sometimes being critical is tantamount to ‘heresy’. This may entail our countenancing the view that is unorthodox, unacceptable to those around us, perhaps on behalf of a minority or excluded individual or group. We may have to advocate ‘heterodoxy’, that is, controversial opinions, ideas and doctrines that don’t agree with the official position (orthodoxy), accepted beliefs and standards.

So, as a ‘critical practitioner’, we are likely to be engaged in the midst of struggle. We may be constantly struggling with our own ideas and those of others about whom we read, or whose worlds we encounter in our practice. This may continue through our work and throughout our life. We may find this a positive, although challenging, experience. It will be about reflection and rethinking, which, in the process, we turn into what is personal and everyday to us. We will be responding to each challenge to accepted orthodoxy, perhaps, by shifting our own views slightly. In a changing world, nobody’s views are likely to stay the same for long. We are not talking about our values here, although we may express these differently at different times as well. We are talking about the constancy of change in our work and in the world. We shift our ideas as we come into contact with other ideas.

‘Critical reflection’ is part of being critical. Reflection isn’t a routine action. No matter how much we reflect, it probably never becomes routine. It involves change. Considering, reconsidering and changing your mind is likely always to be a painful experience. Learning and change go hand in hand. In your social work studies, you will encounter practice teachers, tutors and people who use services. Whenever they feed back views to you, these may be painful. That is the ‘downside’. There is an ‘upside’ to this, namely those moments of enlightenment, or moving forward – the eureka moments, perhaps, when you experience what Mezirow (1983) calls ‘perspective transformation’.
Critical practice is still relevant in social work

Increasingly, social workers and other professionals are asked to follow guidelines and meet national standards. Their agencies are organised to ‘deliver’ through ‘joined-up government’. Of course, every user of social care services wants to be dealt with consistently and gain the benefits from policy and service objectives. If they are being supervised or checked up on through social work’s social policing role, they want to be treated with justice and compassion. However, meeting guidelines, standards and objectives is not simple, because nearly all of them refer to the aims we have to meet. Usually, we have to use our judgement to decide the best way of doing our job.

Furthermore, social work has greater ambitions, because it seeks growth and empowerment as human beings for the people we serve, development and social progress for the communities we work in and greater justice and equality in the societies to which we contribute. It is not that every act of social work will achieve such large goals, but these values help to guide us in using our judgement about what is best. Critical practice helps to implement these values by testing our practice against them.

Critical practice in social perspective

How can we ‘be critical’? And how do we do that ‘in practice’? Glaister (2008: 8) uses the term ‘critical’ to refer to ‘open-minded, reflective approaches that take account of different perspectives, experiences and assumptions’. She sees it partly as a way of managing uncertainty. Thus, critical practice speaks to a contemporary anxiety, because, as Beck (1992) argues, the recent globalisation of economic systems brings previously separated views of the world into contact and potential conflict, raising ambiguity and controversy about what once seemed rational and ordered. Our world seems more unsafe and uncertain than it once did, and we seek mechanisms to help us to control potential risks to our equilibrium. Critical practice gives us a way of organising our thinking and action to respond to uncertainty and risk.

Critical thinking leads to critical action; the two together form critical practice. Inevitably, because critical thinking will use the experience of action and its outcomes to inform further thinking, critical practice is a cycle in which thinking is bound up with action. We see this as part of a reflexive cycle. ‘Reflexivity’ means being in a circular process in which social workers ‘put themselves in the picture’ by thinking and acting with the people they are serving, so that their understandings and actions inevitably are changed by their experiences with others. As part of the same process, they influence and change others and their social worlds.

Thinking critically: working with families

To make a start on how we might think critically in a practice setting, we consider here some ideas about working with families. So many people think that living in families is good that it is a conventional assumption in many societies. Arguments are brought up
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that it provides for mutual support between a couple, and allows for bringing up children while they are dependent on others. Our approach to critical thinking looks first at the language used, because this helps to test our undisclosed assumptions. The word ‘good’, above, immediately alerts us to the fact that this sentence makes an evaluation. It considers the value that might be attributed to families. Less obvious value words, such as ‘interesting’ or ‘worthwhile’, have a practical feel to them, causing us to miss their value-laden content. Alternatively, the tone may be positive or negative, without any specific value words being present at all. Critical practitioners remain alert to the use of language. This extends beyond values. For example, ‘couple’ and ‘children’ reveal hidden assumptions about families, potentially excluding single-parent and childless families. In the next paragraph, we indicate in square brackets some, but only some, of the language issues that you might consider critically, to remind you that this is a constant issue.

The next stage [one thing after another, rather than all entwined] of critical thinking is to explore [rather than, say, analyse] agenda-setting. In a book, the process of agenda-setting is not interactive, but in the control of one party. In this case, the people in control are us, the authors, but in social work, it is often the agency and its managers or practitioners themselves who are in control of agendas, rather than clients [tone shift from referring to ‘users’]. You might surmise, here, that we picked ‘families’ from a number of possibilities because it will allow us to make our points easily, in a topic that is universal to most human audiences. The critical reader will be thinking: ‘Are there topics where it is not so easy? Do the authors’ arguments work then? Is it really true that families are universal, or are there different forms?’ In social work, you can imagine clients thinking similar things about why your agency is interested in them and what your aims are. Clients may accept or resist [term with historical, intellectual connections to psychoanalysis or with a different meaning to Marxism] the agendas that officials or professionals impose upon them. Whichever it is, the critical social worker will be alert to who is setting the agenda. Mostly, it is more effective [hidden value word] to make agenda-setting interactive and include [hidden value words] clients in the process [tone-setting word implying continuing participation].

Critical practice also includes considering the content of the judgements we make. Here, the content of the judgement is that living in families is good. Obviously, critical points are possible. Thinking reflexively here, we can put ourselves in notional families to interact with the idea. This allows us to see that there are families, and many of them, where there are poor relationships, leading to divorce, for example. Most murders and much violence also take place within family relationships (see Adams et al., 2009c, Ch. 3). So, in social work dealing with families, the critical social worker would want to be careful about making the assumption that the client’s family is of a particular kind, which is more or less acceptable. Clients’ experiences of their families may be anything but ‘good’. Thinking reflexively could also mean that, rather than notional families, we put ourselves in this particular family and imagine what it might feel like to them. Social work often involves using reflexive thinking to generate empathy with the client’s experience in this way. As we work critically, we often find that our professional discourse questions the assumption behind family legislation that maintaining families is a positive
policy objective. We may need to question politicians’ or managers’ assumptions about restoring or maintaining family relationships, in general, or in a particular case. Our own experience of good or bad family life may condition how we respond to what our agency or our clients ask of us. If we are not aware of this, thinking it through and thinking reflexively how our reaction will affect the family we are working with, we are not giving clients the opportunity to participate on equal terms with us.

Critical practice also involves questioning ideology. Thinking does not emerge anew every time we come across a situation. An ideology is a system of thought, often derived from political or moral theories or principles. Ideologies are extensive or even comprehensive in the areas of personal or social action that they cover, so they offer guidance in a wide range of situations. They are logical constructions, built on evidence about the world, but they usually contain an element of belief or faith. Examples of ideologies are Marxism or feminism; religions are also ideologies. The advantage of using ideologies is that their extensive coverage means that we can take a consistent approach to a number of situations. The disadvantage is that, used everyday, an ideology seems so systematic that we forget the elements of belief and value that are integral to its system.

Oversimplifying, we could say that Marxists would see families in capitalist societies as being constituted as they are to meet the needs of the economic system – to reproduce conveniently a compliant workforce. The personal needs of the individuals involved are subordinated to these covert objectives built into society, and that is why there are conflicts and violence in families. As times change, we might identify Marxist interpretations of new situations: for example, how do we see families in newly industrialising societies such as China or India? What is the evidence of changes in the family in previous generations of industrialising societies such as Japan? What do those comparisons say about the UK, which industrialised more than two centuries ago? Feminists might say that social responses to gender differences are more important, and that society assumes patriarchy, control by men, citing the fact that most violence in families is by men against women to lend support to this view. Looking critically at another assumption underlying Marxism, it takes a ‘conflict’ view of society, seeing different groups in society as having opposed interests. Marxism is also ‘materialist’, because it proposes that economic interests, that is, material conditions, have an important impact on people’s lives. An alternative ‘spiritual’ ideology, common in religions, emphasises shared humanity, and many people in Eastern societies would say that this is still important in understanding families there. What might the implications be if such families moved to Western societies?

Picking up on our assumptions, rather than taking them for granted, discloses that our original statement about families represents another contradictory ideology, a ‘functionalist’ view of society. Oversimplifying again, functionalists say that social institutions such as families perform a function in human relationships. The function knits societies together in a social ‘order’ or structure. Our arguments for saying that living in families is good reveal hidden functionalist assumptions. We are assuming that an ordered society is valuable, rather than, say, creative chaos, and that family life contributes to that order, rather than, say, making society inflexible and hidebound.
Although we have simplified and selected from these ideologies, trying to unpick all their implications seems complicated. Therefore, we want to re-emphasise the point that everything we act on includes assumptions that come from these complex ideological systems of thought. This is a helpful way of coping with complexity but, because many of the assumptions that underlie ideologies are taken for granted, we may not be open enough to rethinking them. Working with a client, the critical social worker would put themselves reflexively in the client’s family, asking what views of the value of family life exist in this particular family, and how these views conflict or connect with wider conceptions of family life.

All this seems complicated, so we must justify working in this way. So far, we have emphasised the value of openness and how this contributes to maintaining equality, inclusion and participation between workers and clients.

**Practising critically**

Social work is about action, so critical thinking must lead to critical action. Practising within social work requires three aspects: thinking to inform the practice; the actions we take; and the actions and their consequences that inform continuing critical thinking. There are four aspects of critical practice that take us beyond merely thinking critically:

- Examining the evidence in detail, from different perspectives through reflexive involvement, so that we avoid risk and open up opportunities.
- Contextualising the examination of evidence by placing it explicitly within the context of theoretical and value positions and within the range of other phenomena that might have an impact on the judgements being made. Contextualising is a twin process with reflexiveness: both are about allowing ideas and actions to interact together.
- Developing an overview, so that we and others involved see the full implications of the situation.
- Presenting our judgements to an audience, such as a case conference, clients or their families, or people in the community in ways that may assist, guide or influence their own understanding and evaluation.

The idea of practice contains two partly hidden assumptions:

- The idea of ‘a’ practice implies that what we are doing is in some way an accepted, acknowledged method of doing something, with the authority of convention or evidence of appropriateness or the likelihood of a successful outcome to support it. We says things such as: ‘It is our practice to do it this way.’
- The idea of ‘practice’ conveys that what we do is not, and never will be, final. We are trying it out, on the basis of its authority as an acknowledged form of action, but it is provisional. If we compare it with a musician practising, or an actor rehearsing, we are practising our activity in the way that we intend, not hope, which does not carry
the implication of a planned effort to achieve the outcome we want, but intend that it will improve the situation and improve our ways of acting in such situations.

For an actor or musical performer, practice has two elements: it intends to act on the present, but also it intends to improve similar actions for the future. Every time performers practise or rehearse, they intend to get better for the next time they practise. Eventually, performing in public, they build on the practice to present the best performance possible for them. No final complete achievement of results, therefore, exists. We sometimes sit through a wonderful performance of a piece of music or we are inspired by a striking production of a play. It may seem that nothing could be more perfect. Yet, another recording, another production next year will be a further revelation of what the work contains. This will be the result of practising in two ways. First, more people trying to make things better again and again will produce improvements in technique. Second, practice will build upon past practice but will present it in a new context.

Social work is like that. Workers have general knowledge and skills that they can apply to particular situations. That is why social work theories and training are generic. We can learn what to do in general, and then adapt the ideas and practices to dealing with, say, children’s special needs or practising in groups rather than with individuals. We do this by being reflexive.

**Example**

For example, when we start working with a looked-after child (Chapter 24), we apply theory about anti-oppressive practice and realise that children will often have experience of being oppressed by adults, who may forget to allow children to think things out for themselves and express their own wishes and feelings. The phrase ‘wishes and feelings’ is drawn from the Children Act 1989, which requires us to take young people’s views into account when making decisions. In this way, we take our professional theory and legal knowledge, reflexively, into the situation with the child and use it to help us to put ourselves in the child’s place, rather than being like a ‘typical adult’. We are thinking critically about that way of being. By doing this, we hope that the child will react positively to our approach, and we will be able to gain a better understanding of what they are thinking and planning. This can then influence how we are going to act as a social worker and make what we do more effective, or at least more responsive to the child’s wishes. These perceptions build up, so that after a while, this child comes to see us not as a ‘typical adult’ but a more helpful and responsive person than the general run of adults. We gain experience of how this works for us in our ‘practice’, which is a good basis for more ‘practice’ with other children in the future.
Social work is an improvisation, like jazz, built up during the moments of performance, in the style of the performer, around a theme. Jazz musicians rely on experience and develop a style of responding to the stimulus of a musical theme. They also train their skills, so that they can play in many different ways and respond to many different kinds of themes and varying contexts. All this is exactly what social workers do. One of the frightening things about being a social worker is that we cannot know what situation we will face when we knock on a front door or invite someone into the interview room. However, social workers have developed their knowledge and skills so that they can respond in the best possible way. If they are going to do social work of the best quality, they, like musicians, will take every opportunity to practise. It is not hard to find opportunities, they come with the job. Each time we do something, we have the opportunity to learn from it. Most people are accustomed to keeping information about people to contact, or about services to call on, and many teams carry out projects to build up and share information.

It is possible to do the same with skills. A skill is a capacity that has been developed and trained so that it is more clearly defined, can be used more flexibly and, in social work, can be applied to influence social situations. More widely, skills are practical, they are about how to do things in the best way. Hidden in that sentence, though, is a value statement: an assumption that we know what is best. Also hidden there is the point that using skills implies using knowledge because knowing how to do something does not tell us what to do. These points lead us to the next section, in which we discuss using theory in being critical.

Using theories in being critical

In this chapter, we have emphasised the importance of action. We said that social work is always ‘action’ and that being critical both is and contributes to action. Recognising this emphasis is important, because conventionally people distinguish thinking and acting, in sayings like ‘look before you leap’ or ‘engage your brain before setting off’. Thinking and acting are bound together in social work, through the reflexive cycle. Being critical in social work means being aware of this cycle and alert to how our thinking and others’ ideas affect it.

However, this approach to being critical places great emphasis on reason. That is, we are assuming that the world is an organised or ordered place. If this is so, reasoning skills allow us to think out how to act and have an impact on the world, alongside other human beings such as our clients and colleagues in our team, in the reflexive process of being critical that we have been discussing and modelling. The problem is that, as we noticed when discussing the example of views about families, this is an assumption. It is a commonplace assumption by which we organise our lives, but an assumption nevertheless.

Some social theories set out to challenge this assumption of reason and the ordered nature of the world in various ways. Because of this, they are often referred to as ‘critical social theories’. There are three groups commonly referred to:
Marxism, deriving from the work of Marx in the mid-nineteenth century
the Frankfurt School of sociologists, such as Horkheimer (1978), Adorno (Adorno and Horkheimer, 1979) and Marcuse (1964), who were working from the 1920s and 30s
Habermas (1984, 1987), their modern successor, writing in the late twentieth century.

When many writers discuss being critical, they mean using these theories.

Historically, much social thought depends on the assumption of a fixed social order, often based on important social beliefs, such as religion, and the authority of national leaders, such as the government. When this began to be rejected, rational thinking using the scientific method became important; this is called ‘modernism’. This emphasises that understanding through gaining evidence about the world can make us more effective in dealing with the outside world. Through using such methods in physical science, human beings have achieved considerable control of natural forces. Some sociologists, such as Durkheim (1972) and Weber (Gerth and Mills, 1948), emphasise how understanding the social world enables us to operate more effectively in relation to one another. So, if we understand how social relationships work, we will be able to achieve our objectives in society. In this statement, however, there is an assumption that social relationships exist and can be clarified and understood so that we then can act upon them.

Much social work thinking is modernist in this way, and so also are many critical social theories. It assumes that we may understand what is going on in social relationships through practices such as ‘assessment’. Having assessed a social situation, we can plan to do something about it through activities such as ‘care management’ and thus we may be able to change social relationships for the better (having made a value judgement about what is better), using interpersonal relationships between the social worker and the client.

Critical theories challenge this assumption of the existence of a social order that we may understand, and consequently they lead us to question practices that seem natural parts of it. Marx (1972) argues, for example, that we treat the current, capitalist system of economic theory as natural and given, whereas he sees capitalist societies as using a particular mode of economic organisation that has particular, and in many respects unfortunate, social consequences. Marxists would say that conventional social work practices support and extend the oppressive power of social institutions in capitalist states. For example, people with disabilities often argue that social workers’ assessments of them assume a society in which they are impaired and less than human, rather than acknowledging that much of their disability stems from the way that society is organised for the able-bodied (see Chapter 30 for more discussion of this). The Frankfurt theorists argue that we treat our cultural and ideological heritage as given, whereas these elements of society are crucial elements in how we may be dominated by a capitalist, authoritarian state (for example Horkheimer, 1978). Thus, in social work, we sometimes assume, as we did earlier in this chapter, that cultural ideas such as family or community are fairly universal, whereas there are many different interpretations and uncertainties in them. Habermas (1984, 1987) distinguishes between the ‘system’ and
the ‘lifeworld’, which interact and to some extent conflict with each other. By the system, he means the current mode of capitalist economic organisation, operating through such social structures as government, together with the rational mode of developing knowledge, which has had such benefits for technological and scientific progress. Recently, it also includes transnational companies that have emerged with globalisation, in which economic systems across the world are more closely interdependent, and cultures and political systems have changed to reflect this (Payne and Askeland, 2008). The lifeworld comprises such aspects of the world as education, family life and the media, which operate by a process called ‘communicative reason’, in which moral and social ideas are worked out in a widely shared social debate. The system and the lifeworld develop different ways of viewing and acting on the world through their different forms of reason. We might see social work as part of the lifeworld, interacting uneasily with the system of managerialism in agencies; this is among the themes of Part 3 of this book.

More recently, alternative forms of critical theory have been used as part of critical practice, particularly by Fook and her colleagues: feminism and postmodernism (Fook, 2002; Fook and Gardner, 2007). These are different from the critical social theories associated with Marxism and the Frankfurt School, because they focus on the way in which understanding of the world reflects personal experience and social and historical context. These ideas avoid focusing on social orders that change only slowly and try to explain how people behave. Instead they argue that personal experience constructs and is constructed by the societies in which we live. There are a wide variety of experiences in the world, and by listening to people’s narratives carefully, we can realise that they have different experiences which see the world in different ways. The term ‘narrative’ has a special meaning here: it means an account of a life experience that explains the narrator’s understanding of the world as part of the account. We often hear in political discourse, for example, that politicians need a ‘narrative’ about their policies; this means that their policy should be backed up by an explanation of how the problem arose in society that the policy is trying to solve, and the direction in which the policy is trying to move society. Narratives give direction and explanation to bald accounts of events. So feminists would say, listen to people’s personal experience, have an equal dialogue with them, and you will begin to understand and be able to work with their personal views of the world. That personal view, like a politician’s policy, will include their explanation about how the world came to be as they see it, and what they want to achieve in working with you. Postmodernists say there is a discourse about any social phenomenon: alternative ways of seeing it. These views compete for influence in society. For example, there are a number of ways of understanding teenage binge drinking. It might be a failure of parental socialisation of weak-willed individuals, or an example of commercial pressures to spend money in conventional entertainment, rather than encouraging participation in positive educational experiences in youth clubs, or a legitimate letting off steam in active young people. Different ways of understanding, or combinations of explanation, might lead to different ways of dealing with the problem in a town centre, and helping a young person who has become dependent on alcohol. These discourses go on all the time; by looking for alternative discourses, we can see
alternative ways of acting when we are trying to help an individual or community respond to particular difficulties.

To use these theories for critical purposes in social work is beyond the scope of this book, and would require extensive study of these writers and their modern interpreters and successors. However, we take three points from their ideas.

First, they emphasise social change and the importance of developing collective action to achieve it. Much social thought assumes that there is an identifiable social structure, which we can analyse and describe. What these theories all emphasise is that society does not exist in an unchanging or slowly changing social order, but that it evolves, or may be subject to revolutions, or may be in constant flux that raises the possibility of helpful or unhelpful change. Therefore, we should be concerned with social change and what factors bring it about or act to slow it down. It is a short step from this to being concerned with how human actions can alter social structures. These theories, therefore, place importance on human agency, that is, how human beings may have an impact on the social world in which they live. Much conventional social thought assumes that general social forms have a significant impact on individuals; critical theories emphasise how human beings may act to change general social forms. This produces a very different sort of ‘acting on’ social relationships from the actions of assessment, care management and interpersonal change: it is a form of political agency (Batsleer and Humphries, 2000). That is, critical theory proposes that when we say social work is concerned with action, acting within interpersonal situations is always part of a wider action concerned with broader social forms. Such action is always political in the sense that interpersonal action always has an impact on the interaction of wider groups in society.

Second, critical theory focuses on intentionality. Earlier in this chapter, we stressed that thinking critically in social work leads us to act, not in a haphazard way, but with the intention of creating a planned change. Critical theories suggest that we need to scan the origins of our intent warily for exactly the same hidden value assumptions about how society is or ought to be organised. However, agency implies more than simply movement, but impulsion, towards some intention based on our values and ideologies. So, critical theories are concerned with how our everyday actions are part of continuing streams of either social change or stability. We are part of social movements that form around important ideas, such as environmentalism, feminism and social development. Some critical theorists regard it as crucial that action, intention and social movements are transformational and emancipatory in the way they work. The argument is that social movements transform the way people experience society and emancipate us from the limitations of present economic, cultural and ideological heritage.

Third, the implication for social work, and other intentional actions, of these theoretical ideas is that being critical does not only involve the use of reasoning or thinking in the technical way we have been discussing in the early part of this chapter. Being critical in practical thinking and practice takes place within social movements that are directed towards transforming societies and our intentions therefore need to be formed by our analysis of how societies are changing and might be changed towards greater freedoms for people. Thinking and acting critically therefore needs to be placed within
analyses of how the limitations of social divisions such as class, gender and social assumptions about disability, sexuality and ethnic origin are created within social ideas that appear rational and that we take for granted, but are also changeable and changing. Some critical theorists argue that thinking critically in this way reveals important social movements and enables us to participate in them, pressing them forward.

The importance of language and understandings

Ideas and how they are represented in societies are, therefore, part of the process that creates our intentions. If we want to have an impact on individuals and societies, we must also be aware of ideas and their representation and how they affect the situation within which we are working. This element of critical theories reminds us of the importance of language and how we use it in expressing our understandings about the world. These came out in a pragmatic way as we were looking at thinking critically earlier. They relate to a range of ideas that are particularly in debate at the present time, arising from the work of social constructionist writers such as Shotter (1996) and Gergen (1999). What these writers propose is that our understanding of how societies, and relationships within them, operate is constructed and represented by the language that we use. We saw in the example of thinking about families that the words used revealed assumptions and ideas that we held about families. As with the critical theorists, the argument is that we express social relationships in how we behave and speak about the world. Because we come to share these social relationships through interacting with one another, we take part in a set of conventions about how the world is. Our participation means that we both mould and control and also are moulded and controlled by these ideas.

The implication of these writers for social work is that we can only become free of this control by taking apart these ideas through exploring rigorously the language and the social ideas it represents; this leads to the postmodernist idea of ‘deconstruction’. By operating reflexively in social work processes, we can understand and construct or reconstruct the aspects of life that are causing people problems through developing shared social understandings and structures for action. In our professional role, by becoming reflexively part of a family with debt problems, we can see how destructive the fear of debt may be to relationships. In this way, our understanding and thinking becomes more empathic, reconstructed from a bureaucratic concern with the loss of the house. We can then help the family to explore the consequences of various possible actions. Should they run away? Should they reconstruct all their debts? Social work participation identifies options and priorities and in doing so identifies who might do what. Do we understand with the family that the credit company is oppressive in its policies? Do we confront the family with the perception that they have been unrealistic? Operating reflexively means that we have a better appreciation of what different responses may mean for the family, and what their meanings may imply for practical actions.

Practising critically in the way discussed in this chapter, therefore, moves towards greater freedom by making apparent our assumptions and representations about the
world. A crucial element in this is how social work, its organisation, its language and the practices that it pursues are ideas that mould and control us and our clients as part of ideas that mould and control the social worlds in which we all move. We should not see this as a conspiracy of those in power or as an evil; this is how social worlds operate. Worlds in which people live collectively rather than as individuals inevitably generate collective understandings. It is a characteristic of social interaction that it creates these oppressions and limitations in our interactions with each other.

Conclusion

This chapter has explored some important general features of two important constituents of critical practice: critical thinking and critical action. Part 1 of this book, which concerns values, identifies an extension of critical practice beyond the interpersonal interaction between social workers and clients. Equality treats people equally, and also seeks greater social equality. Openness offers a critical dialogue between people, both clients and colleagues, and offers opportunities for creativity. Making a difference means not only pursuing betterment for clients in their world, but in the wider social worlds that we live in.

Understanding and exploring language, how it is used in interactions and how it forms our views of the world is an essential element in critical practice. Through a process of critical thinking, by interacting reflexively in relationships with others, we can examine agenda-setting, the content of judgements that we make and the ideologies that underlie them. Using these understandings, we can build a critical practice of examining evidence and perspectives in detail, contextualising information, developing an overview and then presenting our thinking effectively to our audiences. As we practise, we develop and refine skills. Part 2 builds on the value base of critical practice to identify how these processes may be applied in a multitude of practice situations. Part 3 extends this to critical management practice and the management contexts of practice.

The theoretical ideas of critical sociology, feminism and postmodernism emphasise that social work must go beyond a technical form of thinking and practice, following guidelines and standard practices to empower people, both colleagues and clients, with political agency to achieve collective and social objectives as well as personal growth. A reflexive focus on language and understanding incorporates within daily practice our wider social objectives, but grounds them in the lived experience of the people with whom we work. Critical theory and critical action thus become participation with intentionality in a critical practice within social work, extending the interpersonal towards the social. It is the value base, practice and management of these processes that the following chapters seek to capture, explore and extend.
For further discussion of critical approaches in social work, see Chapter 8, and for practising critically, see Chapter 21.
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